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Question
1n
Computer Lab's
Future
.-------------------------------------------------------------·

By Brian O'Donnell

RG News Writer
Warning to students who think
the Law School computer lab is
pathetic: Things could be worse. The
lab may close altogether.
The administration is evaluating
what to do about the facility, and one
option is to let the lab wither and die,
leaving students to rely on their own
computers or crowded university
facilities. At the other ex1reme, some
administrators hope to spend
$125,000 to buy some modem machines and hire student consultants to
help other students use them.
Even the people who run the lab,
at the far end of the hall way under the
reading room, say it's unworthy of
one of the nation's best law schools.
The lab is equipped with some
20computer dinosaurs, sluggish and
without enough memory to run
Windows software that students are
likely to encounter on the job.
The computers arc a quirky
bunch · only some can read high·
density disks, only one printer can
produce post-script fonts that look
best on a resume. One keyboard types
the letter "v" only on occasion. Some
are slow, and others are worse.
The budget for the computer Jab
has just enough money to pay for

paper and ink for the printers. Ted
Graham, the computer specialist who
runs the lab, has kept the machines
working by cannibalizing spares, but
he is down to his last one, sitting on a
cart in the comer of his office.
And to make things worse still,
the lab is only staffed a few hours a
week. Most of the time, students fend
for themselves, in hit-or-miss fashion.
Take mail merge, for example.
Some students learn from their colleagues how to take a single jobapplication letter and merge dozens
of addresses to produce volumes of
letters quickly. Other students never
learn about the technique and laboriously type out each Jetter, wasting
valuable time they could have spent
studying.
"The lab is in a continual state of
decline, with degenerating equipment
and aging software," Associate Dean
Susan M. Eklund said in a Feb. 9
memo to Raburn L. Howland, assistant to the dean. "Equipment and
software cannot be updated with the
current levels of expenditure and we .
continue to fall behind our peer institutions," she continued.
Eklund said she has urged the
Law School's computer committee
to improve the lab. The Law School

photo by Erruly Auckland
1'erri Schmidt , left, and Craig Hoetger work on two of the available (that is working) computer$.

should recognize that the machines
in the lab won' t last much longer, she
said, adding, "If we're not going to
improve it, we should get out of the
See COMPUTERS, page 6

Transracial Adoption Discussed
At Fan1ily Law Syn1posiUDI
By Derek B. Lipscombe
RG Editor-in-Chief
David Watts said he does not
regret that his parents made the decision to adopt him. In fact he admires
their dedication and courage to do so.
But Waus, who is black, said he
is against transracial adoption, be·
cause minority children who arc
adopted by white fami lies do not
receivecnough exposureto theirown
culture to help them deal with thereaJ
world once they are adults.
"I had the love I needed (with
my white parents), but not the culture," said Watts. "A loving home is Twyla Perry ofRutgers Law School
just not enough."
lies. The issue has become a battleWaus was one of five panelists ground recently due to a hodgepodge
speaking on the issue of Transracial of state laws that have been passed in
Adoption, which allows the adoption the recent years, some which have toof children of color by white fami- tally eUminated race as a factor in

adoption and others which have totally banned transracial adoption.
The panel was one of a series
held Saturday in a symposium entitled "Cultural Battleground: Defining the Family in American Law."
The symposium was co-sponsored
by the Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual
Law Students Alliance, the Black
Law Students Association, and the
Christian Law Students. Other ~ues
discussed at the symposium included
State Intervention in the Family,
Marriage, Domestic Parmerships,
Family Law and Christianity and the
legal doctrine ofThe Best Interests of
the Child.
Watts is a member of the National Association of Black Social
See ADOPTION, page 7

LSSS Presidential Hopefuls
Both l L's, Simp sons' Fans
By Julie Beck
Outside of law school, RobiRG News Editor
chaud isanavid television watcher.
TheLSSScandidatesforpresi- He tunes in to The Simpson's,
dent share some common charac- Scinfeld, and most importantly,
teristics. They are both IL 's, and L.A. Law. "I have been faithful to
they both watch The Simpson's. it for five to six years."
First-year optimjsmIt'~ ~snsc of
He commented that L.A. Law
humor could L~e~f0JD9\~;ng force behind
elected March 11.
4 fs ~ law school, but
Todd Robichaud is ~,.\.dum- ~ he is proud to say that he is a
merstarterwho servedori'lh~t:sgst! d8v1led fan.
Executive Boatd ttlis yl$r1 A R~lRoopal Shah, also a I L, did
sian politics rrtafot ft0m ·the ~mr ~u?.Arlilt(IJ;rA· Law, but she did
versity of Chicago, Robichaud is m&~Simpson's. "I haven't
originally from New York-and paid much attention tO TV for four
theflrst personinhisfamily togoto years," she said, but she still
school beyond high school.
watches Bart, Maggie, Lisa,
"It gives me more initiative," Homer and Marge.
he said.
Shah is the New Section
Education is important to Representative and so has been
Robichaud, and he wants to stay involved in the LSSS this year.
close to it. He is interested in cur- She is from Houston, Texas, and
riculum refonn at the college level. graduated from Harvard with a
Currently he interviews prospec- major in govemrnenL
tive University of Chicago students.
After graduating from Har"They have such optimism; they
See CANDIDATES, page 5
arc such idealists."
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Has &SSS Compromised Integrity?
Or Is the Real Purpose to Change the Schoo1 1 s Name to Bud Law School?
RG Editorial Starr
By holding elections almost a monlh earlier lhan last year,
The RG questions the Law School Student Senate's desire lO
recruit the best possible candidates and raise important issues.
Wilh elections at thls point in the semester, a ful l field of
viable candidates has not been able to emerge. How can anyone
expect enough qualified candidates lO pick up a petition on one
day and turn it in less lhan a week latet?
This vacuum is evident by lhe submission of campaign
statements which for the most part are devoid of any real
substance. Instead, we have lame attempts at humor and promises of more beer and parties. Maybe lhese people took their
petition lO last week's beer night at Rick's?
While we recognize that lhis is not a campaign for U.S.
President and levity may have its place, weshouldatleastexpect
candidates lO pay lip service to important issues such as tuition
hilces, curriculum reform, the lack of fmancial aid, grades and
lhe abject deprivation found in the computer lab.
Also, we here at The RG are certainly not against the LSSS
sponsoring parties and beer nights. In fact we ourselves have
partakenofa brew ortwo (or lhree or four...) in our time here and
certainly don't want LOsee the good times stop rolling. However,
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idea may actually be a funcuon of the fact that in reality students
have little power to effect real change.

A hundred plautudes and pontifications by candidates will
not change that reality, so we do not ask candidates to become
erud1te commentatOrs on cnucal issues.
However, elections should be timed and structured so lhat
a full cadre of well-informed candidates may air their views lO
lhe voters. Maybe the LSSS should make a well-informed
decision and hold off on holding these elections.

Letter Says Tear Down the Walls
Who are those stem old men on the walls, and why must
they be lhere casting depressmg and sober glances our way? I
lhink it's time for a change. Not only do the pictures now
decorating our classrooms present a skewed view of lhe type of
people practicing lhe legal profession in the 1990s, they are just
plain ugly! If you agree wilh me, please join a committee for
change. A group of students a few years ago started an effort to
bring this school's decor up to date - let's finish it Please
pendaflex me if you'd like to be part of lhis effort.
- Laura Miller (2L)

MORE

ANNO'/tNG
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somelhing is wrong when a perception is created lhat lhe only
purpose of the Senate is to provide beer on Thursday night and
donuts on Monday morning.
Because such a perception has been created over time, it
would be unfair lO directly blame lhe current candidates for the
lack of real debate on issues. Their statements only reflert what
has become important in lhe minds of the voting !"J,,uJace,
although it is surprising that wilh the lack of I Ls who have jobs
for next summer and the large number of 2Ls and 3Ls who are
still searching that the 1L candidates for the top offices were not
more concerned even with that aspect. Oh well, maybe it is truly
time lO fmd another profession. Hrnm! Maybe we should go
across Monroe Street lO get our MBAs so we can own a bar or
a beer distributor.
Had LSSS in lhe past created a culture in which it was
perceived as a substantive instrumentofstudent input, we would
not now have campaigns focused on lhe frivolous accoutrements of law school.
Yet, one group ofcandidates cannot change time-worn perceptions lhatcertainly are not unique to lhis law school. The idea
of trivialized student government pervades elementary schools,
high schools and colleges- and lhe intractability of such an
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Submissions to The Res GesLae should be placed in the
newspaper's pendaflex in Room 300 Hutchins Hall by 5 p.m.
on the Friday preceding publication. Items submitted af1er
thls time will not normally be considered for inclusion in the
following issue. Anonymous submissions will not be
printed unkss the identily ofthe author is discwsed to tM
ediJors and there is a compelling reason fo r the author 16
remain anonymous.
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The Res Gestae requests that submissions be placed on
Macintosh or MS-DOS 3.5 inch disks. This will save us time
and expedite the printing of your ideas. The piece may be
typed in any of the following word-processing programs:
WriteNow, Microsoft Word. WordPerfect or FullWrite.
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SUMMER ASSOCIATE
PROG M
Meaningful productivity... We'll teach you
. to perform to your firm's standards-FREE

Learn to become a winner with
West's 1993 Summer Associate Program
You'llleam to apply everything from integrated
legal research methods to WE TLAW.! shortcutswith pecial emphasis on the exciting, new WIN n1
(WESTLAW is NaturaPM) search method that
actually u e plain English.

Everyone wi n . Your employer benefit
from more co t-effecti ve and efficient re earch
support. And you develop kill
that will benefit you throughout
your legal career.
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More ways to win
Call1 . 800. WESTLAW (1 ..800..937 . 8529) for additional information.•
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Students Compete in Jessup Regionals
By Stacie Brown
RG News Writer
From Argentina to Ztmbabwe, and in 57
other nations around the world, students prepared for the 1993 Philip C. Jessup International Moot Coun Competition.
Among the nearly 1250 participants were
five Mjchigan students (lLs Darren Gold and
John Hacker, and 2Ls John Erthein, Ltsa
Krueger,and Ana Rodriguez) who competed in
the regional competition, February 19-20, in
Indianapolis.
For 34 years, the Jessup Competition has
provided students with opponunities to present
wriucn briefs and oral pleadings on both sides
of complex, timely issues of international law.
"I'm interested in going into litigation," srud
Gold, "so thisexperience was good practice for
my career as weU as for the CampbeU Moot
Coun Competition."
During the fall term, Mkhigan students
participated in the school-wide competition,
sponsored by the International Law Society
(ILS). Judges selected a five-person team to
represent the law school in the regionals.
The issue facing students concerned state
succession and the nationalization of commercial properties. The team argued questions
stemming from responsibility of successive
national governments to honor commercial
practices established by their predecessors.
The team of Gold and Krueger argued
against Notre Dame and Thomas Cooley Law
School. Erthein, Hacker, and Rodriguez took
on Northern Ohio University and the Ulinois
Institute of Technology. Teams asserted their

positions as if before the International Coun of berth in the international rounds, March 29April 3, in Washmgton, D.C.
Jusuce.
In preparation for the regional compcu"Many local practitioners in Inilianapolis
who served as judges were tmfamiliar with tion, the Michigan team returned early from
international law and had a hard time following Christmas break to write and submtt two briefs
it This, as well as the random nature of the by January 11. Their efforts earned honorable
various judging panels was frustrating," srud mention.
Krueger. " We ilid a great job," she continued,
"The contributions of the team members
"but we may have been overconfident at the were remarkable; we were the best-prepared
end of our rounds."
team our school has ever sent. We practiced
Enhein added: "All of us were in high hard, and it paid off," srud team member and
form; we put forth -our arguments clearly, and lLS Treasurer Rodriguez. "Coaches from other
I was disappointed we ilidn 't make the f mals." schools were impressed with our performance.
Northwestern edged Notre Dame for a We competed against schools where mootcourt

is part of the curriculum and where it's a tradition," she added. "Michigan doesn't place
much emphasis on moot court; we receive
financial support from the law school, but most
other teams have facultyadvisors and coaches."
The team did work with Dave Berndt from
the School of Communications, as well as with
Chnical Law Professor Nicholas Rine and for·
mer Jessup participants in preparation for the
regionals. "We were all fairly inexperienced
and basically prepared ourselves for the competition," srud Hacker. " I think students would
learn more and that our Jessup record would
improve if we had a faculty advisor."

Campbell Finalists Are Chosen
By Lynette D. Simmons
RG News Writer
The votes are in and the field of candidates
for this year's Campbell Moot Court Competition has been narrowed from two dockets with
six teams each, to one team from each docket.
The finalists are the team of Brian Wells
ahd Susan Toepfer and the team of Theresa
Schmidt and Jeff Weber. Best brief awards
were given to the Wells-Toepfer team and to
the semi-finalist team of Marcus Asner and
Richard Mooney.
"(Moot Court) is a very valuable experience to get practical exposure to what lawyer's
do as opposed to what students do in law
school," said Weber. "Unless you do a clinic,
you don't get experience writing briefs after

case club. (Moot Court is) the chance to do
something you direct yourself."
Final oral arguments for the competition
will be held March 29 at 4 p.m. in Honigman
Auditorium before a panel of five judges: the
Hon. Alexander Kozinski of the Ninth Circuit,
the Hon. Emilio Garza and the Hon. Jerry
Smith of the Fifth Circuit., the Hon. Helene
White of the Michigan Court of Appeals and
the Hon. Harold Fong of the Federal District
Court of Hawaii.
Final arguments are open to everyone and
a reception will follow.
The hypothetical case that will be argued
concerns a Freedom of Choice Act passed by
Congress which codified Roe v. Wade. After
Congress' action, Wyoming passes a law im-

posing limitations on the Freedom of Choice
Act
The state law is consistent with Casey v.
Planned Parenthood of Pennsylvania, requiring such things as a24-hourwairing period and
parental consent for minors. A female doctor,
who knowingly performed abortions in violation of the state law. is appealing her conviction
to the Supreme Court.
Although the finalists have been working
on the same issue for a number of months,
Weber said he and Schmidt have not been able
to relax or spend less time preparing even
though they have been picked for the finals.
"The amount of our preparation has increased as we have gone further," he said.

Fund for Alumus J.D. Sinnock
To Award Scholarship for 2Ls
Ao Open Letter to 2Ls:

J.D. Sinnockreceivedhlsj urisdoctor from
the University of Michigan in May 1989. In
October of 1989 a tragic automobile accident
took his life.
In honor of J.D.'s memory and more
imponantly, as a tribute to his life, a scholarship was established in 1990 in his name.
The U of M scholarship is one of three
awarded annually. The other two scholarships
are conferred upon students at J.D.'s two other
alma maters (Springfield, Illinois High School
and the University of illinois).
The scholarships are administered through
the national headquarters of J.D. 's college fraternity, Alpha Tau Omega. The funds for the
scholarships have been donated by J.D.'s many
friends and by his family.
As the J.D. Sinnock Fund grows, so wiJI
theamountofthescholarships. Therecipientof
the 1993 scholarship will receive a $1 ,000
award.
The scholarship is awarded to a secondyear law student who displays many of the
samequalitiesJ.D. exemplified. Those include,
intelligence, scholarship, a commitment to extracurricular activities, leadership, generosity
and kindness.

Specifically, the criteria for determining
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the recipient of the J.D. Sinnock Scholarship

ual it honors.
Applications are available from the Law
curricular activities; 30% Character.
School's Financial Ajd Office. Completed
Please allow us a moment to tell you applications must be returned to the Finan0007
something about J.D.
cial Aid Office by Friday, March 19.
He was an individual who brought happiThe recipient will be contacted before the
nessand fun to everyone whose lives hetouche<i end of the Winter Semester. For any additional
It can truly be srud that J.D. lived life to its information regariling the scholarship or the
fuUest
application,contact Anne Findlay Vail, AmeriJ.D. was academically exceptional from can Medical Association 515 NorthState Street.,
Springfield High School where he graduated Chicago, III. 60610. (312) 464-4769.
first in his class, to the University of Illinois
where he graduated with high honors, to the U
of M Law School where he graduated cwn
Day
laude.
While J.D. was in law school he passed the
Any student who wiJI be graduating in May, August, or December 1993
CPA exam. He passed the California Bar Exam
as well.
may participate in the May 15 Senjor Day ceremony. If you plan to particiAthletically, J.D. excelled at any sport pate, please pick up a registration form from the Receptionist on the 3rd Floor
tennis, basketball, skiing or golf, to name a few.
of Hutchins, flll it out, and leave it with the Receptionist.
Personally, J.D. was sincere, honest,
friendly and refreshingly modest. Those of us
We need to know how many plan to participate and how many guests to
who knew him can auest to the fact that he
expect. If you plan NOT to attend, please fill out a registration form anyway
rarely, if ever encountered a bad mood.
- put your name on it and check the box indicating that you will not be
The J.D. Sinnock Scholarship commemoparticipating - and leave it with the Receptionist. This way we will know
rates and honors the exceptional IifcJ.D.led for
definitely
that you are not attending. The deadline for registering is April lS;
the too few years he had with us. We hope that
deadline
for ordering you academic attire is April 3.
the
all recipients of the Scholarship will accept this
award with the deepest respect for the individ-

are as follows: 40% Scholarship; 30% Extra-

Answers to
Crossword,
found on p. 11

Senior
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Gerl{en Wants to Leave Mark on Law Review
By Richard Golden
RG Opinion Co-Editor
I recently conducted an in-depth interview
with Heather Gerken, 2L, who was appointed
to the position of EcUtor-in-Chief of the 92nd
Volwne ofthe Michigan Law Review. Heather
isfrom Bolton, Massachusetts, and graduated from Princeton
Universityinl991 with
an A.B. in History. 1
learned that Heather is
held in high esteem by
fellow Review members.Asked to comment
Gerken
on her selection, Associate EcUtor Michael R. Phillips, 2L said, "f m
glad that the position went to someone who is
truly decUcated to the job. /think Heather will
be an excel/en/ editor and the Review will
thrive under her leadership."
The impression I gained from Heather is
that above all else, her superior undergraduate
experience has enabled her to articulate her
ideas very well and has more than adequately
prepared her for the task ahead.
Rich Golden: Along with moot court
champion, this is the highest honor any student
can achieve here. Has it sunk in yet?
Heather Gerken: Not yet, or at least not
until I actually start working. The past couple
of weeks have been spent receiving congratulations. Later on, the burdens of office slart.
RG: Could you have envisioned something like this occurring?
HG: No, at the beginning of this year I
looked at my predecessor, Greg Magarian, and
said, "Wow, he must be really smart." I never
thought it would happen to me.
RG: Can you give us some insight into the
selection process for the Editorial Board? Is it
very competitive?
HG: Any associate editor can apply and be
evaluated on their perfonnance in note writing
and other duties such as cite-checking.
Some years it is very competitive. The
Board always gets bright and committed people,
and they're already drawing from a highly
selective pool.
RG: Do you have any particular goals for
your volume of the Review?
HG: One, I want to maintain the high
quality of the articles and notes that we publish
because of our outstanding reputation. Two, as
a leading law journal, the Review can expand
the scope of legal scholarship both on the
anicle and note sides. Generally, I want to
strike a balance between high quality and experimentation.
RG: Now to get a little more political and
possibly controversial: currently law reviews
sometimes get away from "hard" legal issues
such as antitrust, for example, and explore
"soft" issues such as critical race/gender theories. Some people view this as a negative trend
in which scholarship takes a back seat to political
polemicizing. Others seeitas a liberating force
in which otherwise unheard voices can express
theirviewson the relationship between law and
society. Do you have an opinion on this issue?
HG: I've thought a lot about this issue. I

don't think current legal scholarship leaves
room for every voice to be heard, yet it's
difficult to fit all of those voices within the
constraint of disciplined scholarship, which I
think is the strength of law reviews. I would
like to get young faculty members here at
Michigan more involved because they would
help maintain a balance (between the "hard"
and "soft') and are at the cutting edge.
RG: But what about the cutting edge of,
say, bankruptcy law?
HG: Overall, we publish a minute fraction
of all the submissions we receive and theReview generally reflects the current discussion
going onin the academic world. Young writers
sometimes need to press the boundaries of
scholarship in order to establish themselves.
We do recognize that there is weak scholarship
out there and it will not make it through our
editorial process. The anicles editors are very
bright people and highly critical. When you
think about it. at some point a long time ago, a
lot of what we currently deem to be "hard" law
was "soft" because it was new, innovative, and
had yet to be accepted by the establishment So
given time to develop, these new areas can be
accepted. It took time even for the fonnal study
of politics and history to be accepted.
RG: Do you view yourself as strictly an
objective evaluator of material regardJess of
ideological position; or as a "female" Editor
with some special duty toad dress certain issues
such as feminist jurisprudence, for example,
and reject others; or does the answer lie somewhere in the middle?
HG : I can't help but be shaped by my
interests-not only as a female but also as
someone concerned with labor/employment
issues (the subject of her initial note, which will
be published). But it is very important to have
balanced dialogue in a law review and the other
editorial positions are created in part to create
a diverse group ofevaluators to ensure that type
of balance.
RG : So is there a litmus test to ensure this
"diversity"?
HG: No, but you want people with expertise in various issues. So while I may edit a
piece on labor issues, we have someone else
with a doctorate in Philosophy, who will edit
items pertinent to his area of interest. There is
no litmus test. but it doesn't hurt to have a
diverse group.
RG: Last year about this time the Review
had an internal debate over its affinnative action policy. Has it continued to bean issue, and
ifitstill onenext year, doyou plan to take on the
role of a conciliator or an advocate for a particular side?
HG: The two previous boards directly
before ours discussed it and if anyone on the
staff thinks it needs discussion, it will be reevaluated. In making such a decision it is
important to have a consensus among the staff
regardJess of my own views on the matter. In
general, there are more people applying than
there are spots available. It is si Uy to think there
are only 40 smart people in a given class, and
they're all on Review. So you have to decide
what type of criteria to use and they vary among
publications.
Some reviews have only the "write-on"

requirement and do not take grades into consideration. Here at Michigan between 25% and
35% of the Review members "write-on" in a
given year.
RG: Have your future plans changed with
this new bargaining chip?
HG : I have more seriously considered a
career in teaching, but then again it's a chickenegg question because I applied for the Editor's
position with an eye on a possible teaching
career. I do have a clerkship lined up with an
Appellate judge in the 9th Federal Circuit in
Los Angeles. I'll then apply for a Supreme

Court clerkship but that is a long-shot for
everybody.
RG: Any ideas on how students here can
become more aware of the Review just for the
sake of reading it and talking about the issues it
raises?
HG: I think we havetostart with flistyears
and make them aware of its presence and also
of the other journals because the kind of work
we do is incredibly interesting and exciting.
These are "mere" students who have become
experts in cenain areas, and their fellow students should be aware of what they're doing.

law School Receives Funds
ro Establish Professorships
Kirkland & Ellis, a Chicago-based national law ftnn, and its partners who are University of Michigan alumni will contribute
S 12 million to the Law School to endow a
professorship.
The endowment is awaiting approval by
the U-M Regents.
"This is a major leadership gift to help
launch the Law School's S75 million endowment campaign," said Dean Lee Bollinger. "It
will aUow us to recognize one of our most
gifted teachers and scholars today and will help
usattractandretaineminentfaculty in the years
ahead."
The money from the endowment will
provide support for the professor who is selected for the chair of the Kirkland & Ellis
Professorship ofLaw and wiJJ offer funding for
that scholar's teaching, writing and research.
"We recognize our responsibility to support schools upon which we depend for new
lawyers," said Daniel W. Vittum Jr., a Kirkland
& Ellis partner. "Those of us who are U-M Law
School graduates recognize our indebtedness
to the Law School for a fine education, and we
believe it is important to provide financial
support to enable the Law School to maintain
its strong and excellent faculty."

• • •
The University of Michigan Regents last
month approved the establishment of the L.
Bates Lea Visiting Professorship in Law for the
Law School.
Dean Lee Bollinger said the professorship
was established as the result of a S750,000
pledge from L. Bates Lea, of Glenview, Ul.,
who received his J.D. from Michigan in 1949.
Lea's gift will "promote the establishment of
long-term relationships with the U-M Law
School and its peer institutions abroad," and
will provide funds to allow foreign scholars to
teach at the Law School, Bollinger said.
After graduation, Lea began working for
the Standard Oil Company in Chicago, which
later became Amoco, rising to theofficeof vice
president and general counsel. He retired from
Amoco in 1989.
"During this time he developed an interest
in the growing interdependence of the United
States and the world." said Bollinger. '1"his
reinforced his belief that a great institution like
the U-MLaw School was in a superb position
to participate in fostering the understanding of
that interdependence in a positive way."

Lawyer's Club Info CANDIDATES,
on '93-94 Dousing continued f rom p age 1
Important Date$:

vard, she took a year off to work in India on the
political scene there. After that, she worked for
• March 12:APPLICATIONSDUE a few monthsatacriminallaw fum in Houston.
An avid tennis player (she played for Har• March 15, 16:SIGNTHELEASE
AND RETAJN YOUR PRESENT ROOM vard), Shah loves sports, including Ultimate
• March 17: PULL A LOTTERY Frisbee, which she plays here.
Shah also loves to travel. "I'll do anything
NUMBER WITHIN YOUR PRIORITY
for a plane ticket." she said. She spent time in
• March 18: CHOOSE A ROOM
Japan and speaks Japanese, and recently went
AND SIGN A LEASE
to Mexico for spring break.
Shah's most distinguishing characterisYou will be CM3igned a 5 min we ap- tic? "I wear shons all the time," she said.
pointment to choo3e your room and 3ign
a lea~e. Appointment$ wiU be made
according to priority of wttery number
within 3eniority. You MUST 3Yfn a lerue
to hold a room.
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The vice provost, Douglas Van Houweling, said he would
like to worlc with the law school to improve its computers, but
has no money to offer to buy equipment
continued from p age 1
Other graduate schools with better computer facilities- the
engineering and business schools -choose to spend more of their
business and use that space for student organization spoce."
own budgets on computers, Van Houweling said. ''They made
Howland said any decision on the lab should be made in the a big commitment," he said.
context of other changes in computer use on campus. The Law
Officials in those schools have said they spent more on
School may choose to invest in more personal computers, or computers because students there need them, for such things as
prepare to tie into a university computer network, or follow sLatistical analyses and graphic work.
some other course, he said.
"We're losing the battle here now," Graham said of the law
"It's in total flux right now," Howland said.
school. "Since students haven't been real vocal, there hasn' t
Graham said that he doubts there is anything to be gained been a )()( of pressure to address the lab's needs direcll y."
by waiting, and has proposed spending Sl25,000 on improvements such as: buying 25 new computers, both IBM compatibles and Macintoshes; buying new printers and modem
soflWare; and paying for more student consultants to staff the
center.
''This is not a techno-geek gone wild on a spending spree,"
I
Graham said. "This is a bare minimum."
LAW REVIEW WE. D Ll~E fo 5 EE
Graham envisions n()( simply a room filled with computer
hardware, but a place where he can actively assist students to get
the most out of computerized information, from Lexis to
Computer Aided Legal lnslruction programs that guide students
through various legal exercises.
"We want to expose students to the kind of information
tOOls they're going to encounter in the market place," Graham
said. "The importance of information technology tookeveryone
by surprise, to some extent. Most law schools are about like this
one, but many of them are scrambling to change," he said.
A survey by Graham in 1992 found that the lab is not very
popular among students, and that there is broad suppon for
improvements.
"Law lab pathetic, my high school lab was beuer," said one
comment.
"Computers in the Jab are far outdated," said another.
Some students were particularly concerned about inadequate computer and printing facilities during the crunch of takehome exams. "I had three take-home exams last term," said
another comment "Finding a computer was difficult, but fmding a printer was a nightmare. Swdents that own computers are
at an advantage as they use more time for work as opposed to
hunting for equipment to use."
Graham's survey found that 80 percent of law students
owned computers or planned to buy one, while 60 percent had
printers or planned to buy one. Nevertheless, many students use
the computer centers at the Law School orelsewhereoncampus,
especially for printing.
Asked what changes they would like to see, the greatest
demand was for more printers. There was also support for more
computers, better soflWare and more consultants.
The Law School computer picture is complicated by the
fact that all students at the University of Michigan contribute to
maintaining computer sites around campus open to all students,
run by the information Technology Division, or lTD.
Students used to pay a separate fee to support the computer
centers, but none of that money flowed back to the Law School,
in part because the Law School didn' t want to make its computer
center open to every student The fee provoked resentment
among law students, because they were forced to subsidize
campus computer labs that few of them used.
Now, lTD money comes from the general fund rather than
F~EE
a special fee. That means law students continue to subsidize
DA rJ•E Lcamp tis computer labs, but can no longer gauge the level of their
DAv•S '
support.
Graham said he is irked by the situation, since the campus
centers don't cater to the needs of law students. For example,
consultants at other labs generally don't help students with
questions about WordPerfect programs, the standard wordprocessing program in law firms. The university supports a
competing program, Microsoft Word, he said.
"We don't often catch the attention of the vice provost for
information technology," Eklund said.

COMPUTERS ,
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spree. This is a bare
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ADOPTION,
continued from page 1
Workers, a group which opposes all attempts to
~slaws that will encourage transracial adop!SJn. He is presently working towards his
pasrer's degree at Columbia University and
bis thesis focuses on Tiansracial Adoption.
~fhen he first started his research, Watts found
let most of the studies on the issue ended up
dvocating transracial adoption and concluded
hltthere were more positives by allowing such
of adoption.
Many of these theories and conclusions
id not mesh with Waus' own experiences as
child. He added that none of the studies
Jked at the transracial adoptee during adultrod to see what adversities they may have

wes

{Wi.

While Watts' parents always told him that
all people were created equal and that skin
color or heritage did not matter, he said he
found out otherwise when he entered society as
an adult, even when he decided to move into a
black community to "live black culture." He
said some blacks are prejudiced against him
because he "talks whjte."
'T m not sure I'll ever feel full membership (in the black community)," he said. "I do
feel caught between two worlds."
Leora Neale, who is the head of the New
YorkChapter of the Association ofBlack Social
Workers, said that due to segregation, black
children were not admitted into state foster care
programs until after World War II. But she said
"lhestrugglecontinues" to place black children
into permanent families, because of a number
of factors which either screen out or do not
make enough efforts to find qualified black
families.
Neale said that at first, black families were
itreened out because the wives would have to
;rove infertility, or the family had to make over
S20,000. State adoption agencies also required
two-parent families. Neale noted, however,
!hat these restrictions were not imposed on
white families pursuing adoption.
Proponents oftransracial adoption say that
l>! enough focus is placed on the best interests
of the individual child. They say that when
msuccessful efforts have been made to place
black children in a black family, a race-based
decision should not shut those children out
from the opportunity for a permanent family
placemenL
But Neale stressed that her group's position "is not based on racial hatred," and does
BOt exist because the group docs not want to
lower the number of children in foster care.
Instead, the group is concerned with "preserving the African-American culture which has
been under siege since slavery," Neale said.
Sheadded that transracial adoptees are "shocked
about the racism they encounter" when they
~e adults, becausetheyhavebeenscreened

from reality by their parents.
Neale said another reason that more black
children remain in the foster care system, instead of finding permanent homes, is a lack of
money for adoption services and not the lack of
black families willing to adopL The children
are being kept "hostage," by the same system
which is supposed to help them, she said.
Neale also pointed to a federal study which

photo by Emily Auckland

Herb Titus of Regents University Law School, left, and Paula Ettelbrick of lAMBDA Legal Defense & Education Fund, spoke in
the TMrning parwl on "State Intervention in the Family. •

found that blacks adopt at a rate that is 4.5 times
greater than any other ethnic group, and noted
that other studies have found that when child
care agencies become more culturally sensitive
toward black families, those agencies have no
trouble finding enough families to adopt. She
said one problem is that too much money and
focus is given to foster care, which has become
a big business for state agencies who keep their
budgets high by keeping a high number of
children.

Forde-Mazrui wrote a law review note on
the issue of Transracial Adoption which is
scheduled to be published this spring.
He said that there are a number of cases in
which a child ofcolor has been in a wrute foster
home for a number of years and when that
fami ly wants tolegaUyadopt the child, the state
takes the child away from the only family he or
she has known, because of racial concerns.
"The sole focus should be the interest of
the individual child," Forde-Mazrui said. "The

'I 'm not sure I'll ever feel full membership
(in the black community). I do feel caught
between two worlds.'
- David Watts, a member of American Black Social
Workers, commenting on his own experience as a
transracial adoptee
The Association of Black Social Workers few children going to white families is a small
is not against all transracial adoptions, but says threat, if any, to black culture. But it is a greater
that such an adoption should be the last resort harm to the individual child. The social workafter an agency has made strong efforts to place ers say the black children are 'our children,' but
the child with parents, relatives or with afarnily children without homes aren' t anybody's cruldren."
from their own race and culture.
Liz Hendrickson, of the National Center
Kim Forde-Mazrui, a 3L, and member of
the Michigan Law Review, agreed that the for Lesbian Rights, said there is a hierarchy in
current system of adoption and foster care the adoption system which places all white,
needs to be improved. Yet he said that until straight, wealthy families at the top of the list
those changes occur, focus in this area has to and blacks and gays of all races at the bottom.
remain on "the interest of the child, which is to Another hierarchical system puts all the healthy
white children at the top of the list of adoptees,
have a home and a loving family. "

while those at the bouom have serious health
problems or are older black children.
Hendrickson, who has an adopted white
daughter and whose partner has an adopted
black cruld, said that moreefforthas to be made
by agencies to make sure they consider where
the parent's home is (in an affluent wrutecommunity or in an integrated metrOpolitan area)
and how the parents relate to other races and
cultures in deciding transracial adoption cases.
She said there also has to be more follow up to
see how the adoption is working ouL
Twyla Perry, who teaches Family Law at
Rutgers University Law School, said that there
are two polar positions in the issue ofTransracial Adoption.
One view is that society should be color
blind and that transracial adoption is one vehicle to move towards that goal. Those who
express that view focus more on the irrdividual
cruld and famil y and believe that government
should not intrude on deciding what the makeup of a family should or should not be.
The other view has no problem with looking at individual rights, but says the focus needs
to be on the rights and interests of the particular
racial or cultural group and community.
"It's not just the individual, because it's
never just the individual black child... but the
question (for the proponents of this view) is
what is good for the community that this child
will always be attached to," Perry said. "The
cruld's interest and the community's interest
are inseparable."
Perry said she believes that both sides in
the debate are concerned with the interests of
the children and hoped that there can be more
efforts to find common ground in the future.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

ORIENTATION LEADERS NEEDED FOR THE GRADUATE PROGRAM: Anyone interested in being an orientation leader for foreign students and scholars next fall (September 2
and 3), please come by the Graduate Office (307 HH) and pick up an application from Roberta
Nerison-Low. Application deadline is March 31.
THE STATE BAR OF MICHIGAN is looking for new representatives for the Law Student
Section Governing Council. Become a representative for University of Michigan and make
great contacts in the Michigan Bar and Students in the other Michigan Law Schools. ~
Karen Jenkins (313-764-0866) or drop a note in her pendaflex.

MINORITY AFFAIRS PROGRAM: The Minority Affairs Program (MAP) is soliciting
applications from students interested in working as student assistants during the 1993
summer term (with summer starters) and for the 1993-94 academic year (with fal l starters).
Applicants should submit to Mickey Slayton (303 HH) by March 22, 1993, a resume and
short statement delineating the reasons why you seek the position and the contributions you
could make to MAP. The statement should indicate whether you wish to be considered
exclusively for a summer or academic year position, or for both and please describe any
counseling, writing or teaching experience you have bad. Please see Ms. Slayton in 303 HH
to pick up a longer description of the positions. If you have any questions, feel free to contact
Assistant Dean Virginia Gordan (303 HH) during her office hours or Call (764-5269).
F1NANCIAL AID NOTES

BAR SWDY LOANS: If you are graduating in May and need to borrow to cover bar-related
expenses, you can take out a loan of between S500 and $5000 through Law Access or Law
Loans. In order to borrow, you must have been a prior borrower throughone of these lenders.
The deadlines vary depending on which lender you borrow through, so stop by our office for
information and applications.
LOANS FOR 1992-1993: If you need to borrow to cover expenses for this academic period,
please apply as soon as possible. Processing of loan applications can take anywhere from
three to six weeks.
APPLICATION PACKETS FOR 1993-94 will be available for pick up in approximately two
weeks. Signs will be posted around Hutchins Hall notifying you of where and when 10 pick
up your packets.
SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES:

c
Professor Jeffrey Lehman will moderate the debate. Your chance to hear why parents should
be able to use your tax money to send their children 10 private schools.

HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE PHILIPPINES: CHANGING LAW AND PRACTICE. Senator
Jovito Salonga, formerly President of the Philippine Senate, will speak at the Law School on
March 19. at 4:00 p.m. in Room 116, on the subject of human rights in the Philippines.
Refreshments to be served. Salonga is one of the world's leading human rights activists. He
served as legal counsel to Ninoy Aquino, and has been a prominent figure in Philippine
politics for over 30 years.
LAW SCHOOL STUDENT SENATE NOTICES:

LSSS ELEcrJON FOR 1993-94: Campaign posters posted on Friday, March 5. Candidate
Statements will be published in the Res Gestae on Monday. March 8. Elections will be held
on Thursday. March 11 from 9:00 a.m.-2:00 o.m.
LSSS/SFF FACULTY WINE AND CHEESE: Wednesday, March 17, 5:()()..7:00 p.m. L. Han
Wright Award winners will be announced. SFF will hold its auction.
CASINO NTGHT: Saturday, March 20. Join students and professors fora night of Las Vegas fun.
THIRD YEAR PICTURES: Sign-up for3L pictures this week in front of Room 100. Sitting fee
and cost of class composite is $7.95; individual orders are optional. Pictures will be taken
Marth 23.
THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION LAW SCHOOL DIVISION National Student Directa
application deadline is March 15, 1993. Students may obtain applications from the LSSS
Office, l I4 LR.
LAW STUDENT ESSAY COMPETITION: Sigma Delta Kappa Law Fraternity has an annual
law student essay competition with $500 and $250 awards. The essays should address any
10pic of interest to the judiciary. Entries must be submitted by June 30, 1993. Interested
students should obtain a copy of the entry form from the LSSS Office, 114 LR, during regular
office hours.
RIDE-SHARE BOARD: Check out the Law School Ride-Share Board on the second floor of
Hutchins.
LSSS TYPEWRITER is available for student useduringLSSS office hours: M-F9:00am.- 3:00
p.m. A large coffee maker is also available for student functions.

The J.L. Turner Legal Association: A scholarship in the amount of $2000 will be awarded 10 a THE LAW SCHOOL SWDENT SENATE <LSSSl Meets Mondays at noon in 118 HH. All
first or second year student who is from the Dallas - Ft Wonh area and who is in good
students arc welcome to attend. Constituent concerns will be addressed upon completion of
academic standing. Applications are available in the Financial Aid Office; the deadline for
regular business.
applying is March 31.
REMINDERS FROM LAST WEEK
The Fredr,ikson & Byron Foundation: A scholarship will be awarded 10 a first year student who
has the aptitude and interest 10 enter the private practice of law. The scho1arship is awarded SENIOR JUDGE APPLICATIONS: Second year students are invited to apply to be Senior
on a need-blind basis 10 minority applicants only. Applications are available in the Financial
Judges for next year's case clubs. Applications are available from the receptionist on the third
Aid Office; the deadline for applying is March 31.
floor of Hutchins Hall. No specific experience is required. Teaching experience as a junior
clerk, tutor, or otherwise, is helpful but not necessary. Writing experience through the
TheS!arkCountvFoundation: A scholarship in theamountof$1000will be awarded to a student
Campbell Competition, Law Review or the other journals is helpful but not required. Senior
entering their senior year. The recipient must be a resident of Stark County, Ohio, must
Judgcs receiveastipendofSlOOOpersemesterandeamtwocredithourspersemesteraswell.
demonstrate fmanciaJ need and must have an interest in trial advocacy. Applications are
Mary White, who will return next year as Director of the Writing & Advocacy Program, will
available in the Financial Aid Office and must be returned to the donor by April 15.
conduct the interviews beginning Monday, March 15. If you have questions, contact Carol
Yorkievitz (4 18 HH, 763-6750). The deadline for applications is NOON on FridaY· March
SFF APPLICANT$: There will be a meeting for SFF grant applicants who have questions about
!.2.
completing their applications on Monday, March 8-4:00 o,m. in Room 218. The meeting
isnrumandatory. It is only10answer questions. Reminder: grant applications are due Friday. SENIOR DAY. Any student who will be graduating in May, August, or December 1993 may
March 12 by 5 p.m.
participate in the May 15, 1993 Senior Day ceremony. If you plan to participate, it would
be appreciated if you would pick up a registration form from the receptionist on the third floor
TOPIEN new courses at University of Michigan Law School: T-shirts for $10 in front of Room
of Hutchins Hall, fill it out, and leave it with the receptionist We need to know bow many
100 HH - 8:00a.m. -12:00 p.m. on Tuesday. March 9 and Wednesday. March 10. Sponsored
plan to participate and how many guests 10 expect. If you plan NOT 10 attend, please ftll out
by the Christian Law Students.
a registration form anyway - put your name on it and check the box indicating that you will
not be participating - and leave it with the receptionist. This way we will .know definitely
ON WEDNESDAY. MARCH 10. 1993- 4:0Qp,m. The Federalist Society will present a debate
that you are not attending. Deadline forregistering is April15: thedea!lline for or4erinK your
between Professor Robert Sedler and Mr. Clint Bolick on school vouchers in Room 120 HH.
academic attire is April 3.

The Res Geslae- Mar<:h 8, 1993 -

~Niopon Life Insurance Comoany CNLD is sponsoring a one week seminar at the Nippon Life

Insurance Training Center from August3-9, 1993. Seminar topics include: Japanese culture
and history, Japanese economy and fmancial system, Japanese production control and labor
management system, and a view ofNLI's major corporate activities. Nippon provides food
and accommodations to participants for the duration of the seminar. However, participants
must finance their own transponation costs. Application materials arc available from the
Law School Graduate Office (307 HH). Applications must be completed and returned to the
Graduate Office by March 12, 1993. There is no application fee.

ffiJDYGROWS:

If you are looking for study group partners, please come up to 303 Hutchins
Hall and leave your name and number with Mickey Slayton. She has a card box of students
who are looking for study groups and study groups who are looking for members.

BOOKTRADER: Drop off used books; purchase used books at 50% off the cover price. Where:
Rm. 700-B (take Library elevator to the 7th floor, NW comer of the floor). When:
Thursdays, 2 -5 p.m.
L"LtComing Administrative Committee Meetings. The Administrative Committee will meet in
Room 303 Hutchins Hall at the following times during the winter term:
Monday, March 15 at 3:45p.m.
Monday, Aprill9 at 3:45p.m.
Requests for waivers to the Academic Regulations are decided by the Administrative
Committee. Any studem making such a request should submit a written petition to Dean
Gordan's Office (303 Hutchins Hall) at least four days prior to the date of the Administrative
Committee meeting. The petition must identify in writing the academic regulation(s) for
which the student is requesting a waiver, the specific nature of the request and describe fully
the reasons for the request.
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ADVANCE REGISTRATION FOR SUMMER ' 93
AND FALL '93 IS APPROACHING QUICKLY!
Please note the following events and deadlines:
Materials available for seminar and practical course reservations in Room 300 Hutchins Hall.
Please note that some professors may require interviews for their seminars. Consult the
seminar descriptions for this information. All seminar interviews must be completed no later
than Thursday, March 11. You must sign up at this time for all seminars and clinics, and for
639 CRIMINAL APPELLATE PRACfiCE.
• Monday, March 8: Practical course and clinic info meeting. Room 116 HH. 1:00-1:30.
• Monday, March 8: Panel Discussion on Course Selection, including coverage of Practical
Courses (OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS) Room 120 HH. 3:30-4:00 Practical Courses (OPEN
TO ALL STUDENTS) Room 150 HH.
• Tuesday, March 9: 1992 Summer and Fall Staner Registration Meeting Room 100 Hutchins
Hall. 4:00p.m.
• Friday, March 12: DEADLINE: Seminar and Practical Course Sign-up Room 300 HH 5:00
p.m.
• Monday, March 22: Early Registration Materials for Summer and Fall '93 arc available in
Room 300 HH; results of Seminar and Practical Course Sign-up will be posted.
• Friday, March 26: DEADLINE: Early Registration for Summer and Fall '93 Room 300
HH. 5:00p.m.
• April 16: Early Registration Results distributed to pendaflexes.
• Monday-Tuesday, April 19-20: Students who were redlined and d.id not have an alternative
choice can add in Room 300 HH.
DOCKET ANNOUNCEMENTS: Any organization or Law School Department wishing to
place an announcement in the DOCKET, see Mickey Slayton 303 HH. Announcements.!!ll!.il
be received by noon on Thursday.

LSSS Candidates State Their Views
PRESIDENT

Serious!y, I think the Senate should facilitate curriculum reform, increased student-faculty interaction, expanded roles for the basement groups and a more pro-active student

Todd David Robichaud
I'm going to be frank with you. My grades
so far have been so-so. I faithfully represented body.
my section in the Senate this past year, but
VICE-PRESIDENT
Mommy says my resume necils more. That's
why I'm running for LSSS President
I would love nothing more than to be a burr Christopher Wilson
in the butt of this administration. For $35,000
As a first year representative, I have bea year, I think we deserve better. I've been a come very involved in the activities of the
burr in many people's buns over the years, and student senate. This experience has allowed
am damn good at it.
me to learn how the senate operates. The main
The next best thing to being president issues I would like to address next year are
yourself is having someone you can manipu- computing resources, faculty-student interaclate. I am that man.
tion, faculty hiring, and bener transition for
ftrst years and transfer students. In addition, I
Roopal Shah
will continue the senate's efforts to provide
Roopal's Platform for President - First quality social activities -expect more WINE,
Draft: 1) Create New Jobs@ McDonalds (De- BEER, and GOOD TIMES. I think through
crease Unemployment); 2) Revamp Cost of involvement and better faculty interaction the
Education; 3) World Peace... ; 4) Nose Job for University of Michigan Law School can conChelsea.
tinue its tradition of a commiunent to excelRoopal's NEW & IMPROVED LSSS lence.
Vote Early,
Presidential Platform, Amended for Law
School: 1) Beer*; 2) Beer; 3) Jobs; 4) Beer.
Vote Often,
THERE. THAT'S MORE LIKE IT!!!!!
Vote for Chr istopher Wilson for Vice* For the professor-types who believe that President!!!
all the important stuff is hidden in the footnotes
or the fine print: I know there is more to law Mitchell Gordon
school than just beer. There is actually Casino
"Greed, for lack of a better word, is good.
Nite, Rick's Night, a bar Revue....
Greed is right." G. Geklco

Okay, so it's not a particularly relevant
quote. But it's a great one nonetheless, Creativelaw students will fmdaplace for it to lit Or
to live by in private practice.
Working with theLSSS Committees is the
VP's primary function, and I'll try to foster the
open communication and sense of unity which
are necessary for the Committees to provide the
many activities we all enjoy throughout the
year. This isn't like brain surgery or analyzing
complex carbohydrates. Serving students means
listening and helping~I'll do my best.

TREASURER
Adam Nordin
I took a test for 19 and a half hours. The
person two seats down from me vomited from
nervousness. (No joke.) Now I have a CPA.
Thus, I can account for money, even in the most
wretched environment. Clearly this Law School
is better, although sometimes I wonder if it
leaves a worse taste in my mouth,
Luckily there are Happy Hours. I have
contacts at Rick's, Scorekeeper's, Charlie's,
and the TD Cafe. I promise not to get bullwasted until after I settle up our account with
them.
Vote for me. I shall disperse funds appropriately. (nice jingle, huh?)

SECRETARY
Gabriel M. Klarsfeld
Free beer anyone? I could tell you stuff
about how important the role of secretary is,
about grading curves, parties, communication
and other wonderful things the LSSS will do
for you, but you probably don't want to hear it
(or have to read it in other statements). The
reasons you'll vote for me are because I) you
know "'e and know what a cool guy I am, 2)
fmd this statement semi-amusing, 3) I promise
you free beeror4) I'm running unopposed. So
vote for your conscience and vote for me.
Actually disregard your conscience and vote
for me.

3L REPRESENTATIVE
Lauren Krasnow
No statement given.

2L REPRESENTATIVE
Pete Paukstelis
Please vote for me. I know I would do an
exceUentjobasa2-LRep. I think I have a solid
feel for the burning issues of the Class of '95.
I have learned well from Roopal's example. I
like people, Please vote for me.
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Fast hack. . lt s An IGortan t
Step InYour Legal areer.
Fas t Track"· clas ses are available Marc h '2 9 throug h April 24.
Regis ter by calling t - 800- 2'22- 8714 after February 15 .
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ock 'n Roll Lawyer: A Seduction
avid Barringer
featUres Writer

Worth half a mil a year, Perry S. Wilson, wearing his Air
!lJIS, khaki pan IS, T-shirt and Rolex, is taking a year off to
··hat no attorney (to his knowledge) has ever done. Gone
nJI.

A group portrait in front of the tour bus. Perry gets
my with his clieniS, the L.A. metal crew Punitive Dam,He drapes his arms around two of them, who then shake
· shaggy manes free. Before the photographer snaps the
·,Perry says, "You know, guys," with a look in his eyes that
he can see clear from this auspicious first day all the way
,ttclimactic fmal show, a full year later. "''m gonnagrow
my hair."
When the flash dies, everyone is laughing. Perry is
ging a handshake and a hundred-dollar bill with the
singer/guitarist, whose own hair is nipple-length. "What
bell," Perry would say to me later. "It'sa way of life. You
caught up in it, you know?" He and the guitarist re-enact
exchange, smiling, so the photographer can commemorate
bet in glossy black and white.

• • •
Catching up with them a month later, in Seattle, I find
incubating his fledgling mop under a black baseball hat
reads, "Uglystick," one of the opening bands. His wife,
reUe, plays gin with the other wives and girlfriends. Perry
llnges in the back of the bus, flipping through the Victoria's
lttret Catalog and speaking into a mini-cassette recorder.
"Day 35, and we're just warming up," he brags to the
• rder. He clicks it off and turns the page, which, from the
ole in his eyes, pleases him. He glances at his wife. She's
tent on her cards, oblivious. He clicks on the recorder and
hispcrs, "Page 18, the red number. Christmas." Then he
hispers a name I couldn 't catch.
Perry went to Berkeley Law School. He got average
es, didn't bother to try for the Law Review, but did take
laf lessons. Evenings on the bus, he strums his Berkeley
tart out on an acoustic six-string and sings "Truckin'" to the
Jys in the band. He plays moderately well. The guys clap.
Initially, he worked for an L.A. flrm, but a few years later,
int Eac;twood, a famil y friend of Isabelle's, boosted Perry
110 entertainment law. "He told his lawyer tO make an
lening for me in his fum , or else," Perry recalls. "1worked
rere seven years."
He and a partner then started their own practice. The rest
Hollywood happily-ever-after. Which, I guess, must intude this tour.
"One of the inevitable vices you pick up on tour is
munching," Perry reports, not really lamenting the fact. He
~ses a dried candied apricot into his mouth. He chews
aitically. "Dried candied apricoiS," he says into his recorder.
'Christmas. Suzanne."
"Suzanne's his secretary," says Isabelle, breaking from
bergin game to assure me.
"Well, who else would it be?" Perry snaps.
"Dunno," Isabelle replies, evaluating her current hand.
But better buy extra. Never can tell when you' II need it."
Perry slams his recorder down. Isabelle· seyebrows raise,
ut she doesn't look this way. The guitarist, slumping in the
ouch opposite, hilS a chord. Tapping his foot, he begins to
play. No one imerrupiS. Encouraged,hesings. "Aaa-luUJ..preecws."
Perry gives me a face.
"For Iii-hiii- zabelle."
"Jesus," moans Perry.
Isabelle gently lays down her hand. "Gin," she announces.

• • •

-·

Winter in Louisville, and I ask Perry what he thinks about
retirement He's 47.
"It sucks, man," he says, deploying his new rock ' n' roll
vocab. "Dude, it's lame. Musicians never retire. If they can •t
make music, they die. When they find they can make it again,
they •re resurrected. It's cruel," he says, and takes a swig of the
bottled beer which has replaced the cassette recorder as his
constant companion. "Retirement is cruel. It's like you're
fired from life. 'Thanks for your help, you can die now.' We
should be able to work, to do something."
His hair is long now. No more baseball haiS, or the
cowboy haiS he wore whe~ they toured through Dallas,
Houston, Kansas City. But it's thin. He has a bald spot he is
embarrassed abouL
"Will you ever retire?"
"Not officially. I may disappear for a while. You know.
a staged death or something. Hide out in the Virgin Islands.
Or the bayou. The Amazon. Have adventures. Seduce and
conquer. You know. Livt. Then I'll come back and be a
circuit-court judge or whatever."
He reclines in his seat, rakes his hair back, and the man
who has represented such stellar groups as Bung Tank, The
Fresh Dead and Tubal Litigation, as if in tribute to them all,
passes out.

• •
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School Voucher Debate

•

Wed., March 10 at 4:10p.m.
Room 120 WI

•

The Federalist Society will present a debate between Prof. Robert Sedler and Clint Bolick on
school vouchers. Prof. Jeffrey Lehman will
moderate. This is your chance to hear why pareniS
should be able to use your tax money to send their
children to private schools.

•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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New York hosiS the two next-to-last shows. It's spring,
nearly a year later. I meet themin the parking lot of the Hilton,
Thursday nighL The troops evacuate the bus. Isabelle
gingerly extends a foot tOward the ground. Her hair is
frazzled, and her blouse looks slept in. The guitarist helps her
down. She is two-months pregnanL
Next, Perry leaps out, a subculture paraLIOOper, and I
barely recognize him. He is tan, has a pot belly, wears jeans,
a leather jacket, and a flannel shirt tied around his waisL
"Lookin' good," I congratulate him. He grips my hand
soul-brother style, and pats me on the back. His hair is finally
metal-certified, nearly shoulder length, but still thin.
"I am pumped," he enthuses all over me. He's wired, as
if he hasn't slept in days. "This is killer, Dave. The last shows.
manl I am boned up!"
He ushers me through the hotel lobby where others mill
about: groupies, roadies, the manager confuming the rooms,
Isabelle collapsed in a plush couch, eyes closed, the guitarist
fanning her with a copy of Parents magazine.
Perry guides me over the red carpet, past the brass
counters, mirrors, palm trees, and into the elevator where only
the band and the bodyguards-the essential people; the
"seducers and conquerors" as Perry is now fond of sayingare going up.
Inside, the shiny elevator doors diston us. There are only
two band members. The guitarist is still downstairs, attending
to Isabelle. "The eleventh floor," muses the drummer, expectantly. He and the bassist grab their crotches, then high five.
As if sensing my suspicions about the latest developmeniS in
the evolution of this nomadic rock 'n' roll organism, Perry
squeezes my arm.
"Tonight ... " Perry assures me, in a way that says all that
needs to be said about where the man is headed. And how far.
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S1lllmmer lfolbs in
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University of Michigan law or library
science students can apply for: faculty
research/document delivery service or
reference delivery service or reference
desk. Apply in the Law Ubrory, Room
S-180, from 8 a.m.- noon and 1 - 5
p.m. Mon.·Fri. Please submit a
resume.

• , Htt:~sses wunout a Lountry

Students Need Dressing, Dipping Tips
Dear Princesses,
Must XXXX XXXXXX put in his two
cents EVERY class period (especially, but not
limited to, Federal Couns)? I suggest that if he
wishes to awe his professors and colleagues
with his superior intellect, quality is better than
quantity?
Signed, A Concerned Classmate
Dear Concerned,
To protect the obnoxious, and people
unfonunate enough to date them, we removed
the name of the offending individual. Obviously, this is a topic of great concern. We must
note, though, that it is well known that egos of
this ilk flock to classes like Federal Courts.
Hence, the Princesses arc not seen in or near
that class, and are instead busy brunching at
Angelo's.
With problem students like this one, we
favor class-wide hissing, or subtly worded
threats placed in pendaflexes. We also believe
that the amount a person speaks in class is
inversely proportional to how much heactually
knows. Applying this theory, the Princesses
and most of their consorts (David Dinielli (2.5L)
excepted) are absolute geniuses.
Dear Princesses,
Looking around the law school, I've noticed a dramatic lade of height in our peers of
the male sex. I was wondering if this bizarre
condition is due to some son of gene mutation
that occurs when men decide to go to law
school; a mutation that stunts their growth and,
to put it bluntly, malces them sexually unappealing.
Signed, Looking for Mr. Taller - than- I am

Dear Looking,
We've noticed a similar phenomena. We
want you to recognize the sacrifice we are
making in printing our views in this matter, as
we are opening ourselves up to hate mail from
all the short men in the law school. Aspectacu-

lar number. After conferring with experts, we
have decided that the heighl/look problem is
linked to Ann Arbor water. The problem can be
avoided by drinking only Evian, and avoiding
goatees, backwar~ baseball caps and sweat
pants.
Just for your information, females are not
immune from the water either. In females,
though, the disease targets the area of the brain
thatcontrolsa woman's ability to choose appropriate individuals to date. Fortunately, the
female brain seems to stabilize after the first
year, but what a scary 12 months!

* * *

Not for Casino Night. Not ever.
• Sprinkling glitter on one's hair or body
parts is also never appropriate. In fact, at la~t
year's Casino Night, it caused serious confusion. Yale Kamisar was heard to remark::
"What, is it raining outside? What is that all
over your dress?"
• We have all seen Cindy Crawford wear·
ing dresses that reveal vast amounts of skin.
Keep in mind that Cindy works out for several
hours.a day. Unless you work out for more
time, or have some rational, objective reason to
believe that you have a beuer body than she
does, do not attempt to wear a similar outfit. So
you don't get the guy of your choice by wearing
a tight, skimpy dress. You will be able to go to
class on Monday knowing that the outfit
EVERYONE is malcing fun of was not yours.
(By the way, who wants a guy who just wants
a stuffed dress?)
• This is a perfect opportunity for us to
express our disgust at the amount of "dog
collars"/chokers being worn by the women of
90210. Wearing one on Casino Night will
insure that your name will be printed in our next
edition of "Fashion Faux Pas". How's that for
a threat.
• Our personal choice for the evening is a
nice pantsuit, a happy medium between comfort and chic.

After reading the above letter, a novice
reader might conclude that the Princesses are
anti-male. Aclll3lly, we're just anti-everybody
we don't like. But, in the interests of fairness,
we must admit that there is a frightening number of our sisters out there who simply CAN
NOT dress themselves. With this in mind, and
Casino Night fast approaching (March 20), we
thought the law school community as a whole
would benefit from some Royal Fashion Do's
and Don'ts for Women.
• Since the event will be outside, and we
are in Michigan (God's Country, thankfully not
ours), the state where it snows until June, we
suggest waterproof, knee·high L.L. Bean
wading boots. For the more conservative,
Timberland malces a nice mid-calf version. We
have also heard that the Timberland Iditarod Miscellaneous Advice:
boots are all the rage in downtown New York
There seem to be a lot of "secret" relationclubs. We believe they would be even more ships in the law school these days. First of all,
appropriate for evenings here. After all, Susan what is the point? If you are embarrassed to talk
Butcher has a pair. For those not in the know, about the person you are sleeping with, perhaps
Susan has won the Iditerod more times than any you should re-evaluate your relationship. Or
other person.
practice the safest sex of all: Abstinence.
• Long underwear may be necessitated by Regardless, if you are intent on having one of
the weather. Since "grunge" (an excuse to not these "secret affairs," itrcquiresdiscrction. An
wash your hair) has made these items the height alTair will not be secret long when one of the
of haute fashion , we recommend Patagonia parties loudly announces its existence in the
Expedition Weight Longjohns.
women's bathroom of Rick's on Law School
• We have seen a great number of women Night. Our ears are everywhere.
wearing polka-dotted socks around the law
school recently. These are NOT appropriate. Dipping List:

We have been informed, by a source who
wishes to remain anonymous, that while dip.
ping is a disgusting habit, the men who dip are
a better group than the men who don't. Here'
a partial list. Draw your own conclusions.

DIPPERS:
Jim Martin
Craig Hoetger
Kevin Titus
Jeff Ward
Darryl Cochran
Professional Baseball Players
NON-DIPPERS:
Dean Bollinger
Harrison Ford
Chris O'Donnell
Al Gore
David Dinielli
J. Crew models
In defense of Dipping: Howard Sendrovitz
(3L) was overheard saying: "I have always
believed that people who use tobacco produciS
are a notch above those who don't. But I don't
go around saying that." Once again, though,
our ears are everywhere.
And our Anti-Dipping Poster Boy, David
Diniell i (2.5L) told us: "As the newly elected
managmg editor of the law review, it would be
entirely inappropriate for me to engage in such
a proletarian habit."
Finally, we wish to congratulate our friend Jeff
Weber (2.5L), a moot court finalist. Faithful
readers will remember that last semester we
commented on Jeffs near maniacal class attendance. Apparently, when you go to class on a
regular basis, there may be certain attendant
benefits. There might be a lesson there, but
we're going to ignore it.
Ta ta for now, and see you all, in appropriate
dress, at Casino Night.

/

Law in the Raw

By Gard & Ward

That's what they all say.

''Thank you Mrs. Busdriver..."

What is this-Hogan 's Heroes?

Richard Fife Curr of San Antonio, Texas, was charged
with assault after nightclub dancer Deanna Merryman told
police that he bit her on the rear end during a performance,
causing two puncture wounds. Curr told police that he was
trying to place a dollar bill in her G-string when she backed
into his tooth.

Dong Huibo, 24, died in August of injuries inflicted by one
of Shanghai's notoriously aggressive female bus drivers. The
incident began when Dong took: issue with the woman's description of his buuocks. She swore at him, slapped his face, and
grabbed and then k:kk:ed his testicles. As he scrambled to get out
through the window, the driver hit the accelerator, hurling Dong
to the street, where he died.

After two men escaped from the Nacogdoches County
jail through a storage door leading to the roof, Sheriff Joe
Evans explained that they had learned of the escape route
from prisoners who had gone out to get beer at a nearby
convenience store and returned.

Try explaining this one to the bar examiners.
A 29-year-old New Westminster, British Columbia,
man was charged with DUI in June after he rear-ended a van
carrying several police officers who travel around the
community urging people not to drink: and drive.

You wish, buddy.
InJuneajury in Florence, AJabama acquitted a44·yearold man of sodomy with a 12-year-old girl. The man,
arguing that the girl was malcing up fantasies about him, said,
"A lot of kjds fantasize about me. I have monster trucks and
boats and stuff."

Maybe that's how Duke gets all the calls.
In June Robert A. Chase, 45, was charged with threatening
an 1I -year-old boy with a lcnife in Madison, Wisconsin. The
boy was watching Chase play basketball with another adult
when the opponent accused Chase of traveling. Seeking an
impartial opinion, Chase asked the boy, and he agreed that
Chase had traveled. Chase then allegedly grabbed the boy, held
a knife to his throat, and asked, "Now, did I travel?"

Reached the boiling point:
In July Lawrence Werner was charged with disorderly
conduct at the Oxford Valley golf course in Levittown,
Pennsylvania Werner and his group had tried to move past
a slower-moving group to get to a tee, provoking a man in the
slower group to threaten Werner with a club. Werner then
pulled a .38-caliber pistol out of his golf bag, and his group
was allowed to pass.
*Special thanks to Mike Feuerman for his contribution
to this week's column (he worked four hours. .. go home!).

